NOR JUNIOR THEATRE
PARENT CONTRACT
I (We), ____________________________________________________________, the
undersigned parent(s) of actor(s)
___________________________________________________________, agree to abide by
the policies of the NOR Junior Theatre program for the current production to the best of my/our
ability(ies).
1. I will ensure that my actor arrives to rehearsal as schedule. If I cannot get my actor to
rehearsal on time, or if my actor is sick, I will phone the JT message number listed on
the rehearsal schedule in advance, text the director or post on the group Facebook
page.
2. I will bring my actor into the rehearsal area and sign my actor in. When picking up my
actor, I will come into the rehearsal area and sign my actor out. I agree that my actor will
not be dropped off outside the rehearsal area and my actor is not to wait outside of the
rehearsal area to be picked up. I further understand that I am exempt from this policy
only when and if my actor drives himself/herself to rehearsal.
3. I will pick my actor up ON TIME after rehearsals as scheduled. I understand that Junior
Theatre is not a babysitting service. I further understand that, if I cannot pick my actor up
on time, my actor may be dismissed from the production without refund of fees.
4. I will follow the instructions of the Costume Designer, Make-Up and Hair Designers to
the best of my ability.
5. I will agree to work as assigned by the Parent Participation Coordinator; this includes
acting as parent supervisor of my actor’s group during rehearsal, and one time in the
Green Room or backstage during Tech Week and one time during performances.

Note to parents: We want this to be a positive experience both for you and your actor. This
staff will make every effort to start and end your actor’s scheduled rehearsals on time. Your
actor should arrive 10 minutes prior to his/her scheduled rehearsal. There may be times that
your actor may have to wait as we begin running the show. We thank you in advance for your
cooperation.
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Parent/Guardian: __________________________________________
____________________
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